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F1SHERIES
by Susan Harlocker, St. Joseph High School

A fishery is an area which has an abundant supply of fish for

the purpose of commercial fishing. Rules limit the size and amount

of fish that may be caught, and the fishing season. This type of1

fishing is done as a way of life and a way of earning a living by

many people of the world. The operation can involve anyone or any

amount of people ranging from one man in a small rowboat to a group

of highly experienced people belonging to a private or governmental

enterprises.

Fisheries involve the capture and processing of sea, coastal,

and inland aquatic animals and plants, to be used for human food,

animal food, or industrial products, As the world population in-2

creases, more and more research is done on the ocean and it-s po-

tential food supply. Now that food resources of land are not

sufficient to meet the needs of theentire population, it has be-

come necessary to look for alternatives.

A profitable area in the fishing industry is the harvest of

sea plants. From a square mile ofsea, an average of l3,000 tons of

vegetation can be produced annually. The world totals probably

five times the amount of vegetation harvested on land. The most

important water plants are algae' Seaweed can either be harvested

from the water or collected from the shores. In many countries

algae is used as human food, food for cattle, as fertilizer, and as

a raw material for certain industries. 4,
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Sea animals make up the major souxce of food for humans pro-

cessed by fisheries' The most important of these are fish. Fish
have always been the most common source of sea food. Two types of

f ish are caught. These are demersal, living at or near the bottom

of the sea, though sometimes found in midwater, and pelagic, liv-

ing in the open sea near thesurface, Reasons why the fish catch

is so great and the most common are that they are more abundant

than marine mammals, they are more widely distributed, and they

are less elusive. In most parts of the world an average fisherman

with an average vessel and gear catches a few tons of fish within

a day's work. Fish are also easier to prepare, preserve, and mar-

ket than mammals.
6

Shellfish, another common catch of fisheries, make up more

than 9C4 of the total animal life in the sea. The most common

shellfish used as food are oysters, clams, scallops, lobsters,

sh r imp and sq u i d,

Sea mammals that are commercially useful include whales, dol-

phins, seals, sea lions, walruses, and sea otters ~ Although they

are very valuable in the use of sea food and industrial products,

their harvest is severely limited due to their small population

and low rate of reproduction.
8

In the fishing industry there axe varying methods by which

fish and other sea life can be captured.

The principal method of capture used by commercial fishing

is snaring. Traps used in snaring range in size from small cir-

cular hoop nets to large set traps, These traps are made from

fins, wire, nylo~, and cotton webbing. 9
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There is great variety in the types of nets used in fisheries.

Trawl nets are huge bag-shaped nets which are weighted along the

bottom and have a mouth held open by a wooden beam or metal frame

along the top. In bottom trawling, the trawl nets are dragged

along the bottom of the sea and used to catch flounder, king crab,

shrimp, and other ground fishes. The gill net which floats atop

the water, is designed so that v4ben a fish swims into it, then

tries to back out, its gills are caught in the net. The most suc-

cessful of all snaring techniques involves the use of' a long net

which is drawn in a circle around the school of fish being pursued.

This type of snaring is called seining.

Another method used by the fishing industry is luring, also

referred to as trolling. In this process, the fishermen trail

hooked, atractive lures which are attached to the boat by lines.

These lines are arranged in such a way so that they do not tangle

with each other, ll

Attacking is the third basic way of capturing sea animals

uti3.ized by commercial fishermen, mainly those in pursuit of

swordfish or whales, Harpoons attached by main lines are shot

by guns or thrown by hand ~ Harpoon guns have now been developed

in such a way that when they are shot into the animal, they send

off an electrical shock that kills the animal. 12

The fundamental processing of all fish is basicly the same.

They are prepared by grading, cleaning, and cutting, Then the

filleting machines take over. In some instances, hand packing is

done. A small percentage of all processed fish is smoked or cured. 13



About pe of the United States fishery catch is process' as

fresh and frozen fish. Freezing keeps fish longer and in better14

condition, It helps prevent the waste of this valuable food source.

Slightly more than 2. of the harvested fish are canned. 15

This is a more convenient method of packing when it comes ta the

storing fish at room temperature.~

About 05$ of the fish are manufactured into by-products or used

as bait, Scraps and waste from fish contain much protein and are

used as animal food.

Even though over 70$ of the earth is covered by water, anly a

fraction of 1$ of human food is fish. Less than 22 pounds of17

the fish caught or landed is consumed per person annually, taking

the world population as a whale.

Gradually we are beginning to realize the great potential the

ocean has as a food source. The total world catch has greatly in-

creased to 14 million tons in a period of less than twenty years,

This increase is largely due to the developing technology of fish-

ing industries. Among these developments are improved boats,,gear
,I

and equipment, electronic devices which are used to find fish, and

developing fleets and techniques. An example of boat improvements

is the factory ship, a vessel that can go to ses. for two or three

months. During this time she can both fish and process her catch

on board. The one major drawback of this is that trained managers

and technicians are often reluctant to leave their families and

homes for such a long period of time.
18

Accurate knowledge of the world's harvest of fish is not avail-

able because of the many people who fish on coasts for their own use,

But an annual tabulation of the world catch by fisheries is made by
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the Pood and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. By

the late 1960's the PAO calculated an approximate 130 billion pounds

of sea food were being harvested annually. The greatest catches

were made by the People's Republic of China, Norway, the United

States, Japan and the USSR. Spain, India, Canada, and Iceland

accounted for about 2$ or 3f each of the world catch. 19

Even though the fishing industry has greatly increased it' s

harvest and production, much of this food is going to the wrong

countries. Underdeveloped countries in need of food do not

have a greatly developing fishing industry as do the richer

nations, less in need. In the period from 193B-1957. Northern

Europe's fishing industry increased the catch by 80$, while Asia,

with a great population in need of food, had only a 30% increase

in their fishing industry. 20

Even though we can now look at the ocean as a source of food

that the world can depend on, we must still deal with it in a

wise, careful manner. If we are too careless with it, it could

diminish rapidly and leave us with nothing. A fishery will supply

the protein and needs of a certain number of people. If the number

of people dependent on this system becaes excessive, then it will

slowly be destroyed. If the rate of harvest from a fishery exceeds

the rate of reproduction of its organisms, the supply will decrease

and eventually collapse. Weather, disease, and other natural con-
21

sitions can also be the cause of destruction of such a system.

There are far greater food supplies available in the sea than

can be believed possible. Nobody knows how long mankind can depend

on the resources of the sea but it is a challenge to find out. we

zzmust learn to increase these resources where they are needed m<.st.
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SEAWEED: IS THERE A FUTURE F{3R IT
by Trevor Jackson, Waiakea High School

INTR ODUCT I QN

Zvery day our population steadily grows larger.

Approximately 200,000 babies are born each day. At the

going rate, we are expected to have a worldwide population

of approximately '7.5 billion by the year 2000.

As it is right now there is a food shortage everywhere.

You are always hearing of starvation in various countries<

children dying of hunger before they are 5 years old. Zf

we are having food problems now, imagine what it is going

to be like 20 years from now,

If we want to control hunger, we just simply have to

find new sources of food.

Our knowledge of the ocean is growing rapidly, with it

comes the knowledge that the ocean has many unexplored

resources. We are slowly learning how to use to our advan-

tage the sea and her contents,

I'he sea  which covers 70,8 percent of our earth! is

where man is now looking for new sources of food to sat-

isfy the growing population,

Seaweed is just one of the many possible food sources

we are learning about. I picked seaweed as the topic of my

reasearch report because I feel it is one of the more import-

ant resources which needs to be explored to it's full extent.
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SEAWEED: IS THERE A FUTURE FOR IT

Kelp, the fastest growing type of seaweed, is able to

grow up to two feet per day under ideal conditions. Kelp

is the main type of seaweed the United States harvests

regularly. There are many reasons for which we harvest

kelp. The main reason we harvest it is because it contains

large amounts of algin. Algin is what holds the plant to-

gether against the battering of waves' We use algin in

many manmade preducts ~ It is used for strengthening

ceramics, to improve the consistency of plaster, to thick-

e ams and sauces> it puts the head on beer, makes icecream

smoother, adds permanency to ink, and even to coat writing

paper.

Kelp multiplyies in the spring, giving off millions of

spores every minute, which drift with the tide to make the

kelp beds larger every year.

Kelp beds are harvested on the average of 7 or 8 times

a year. Kelp is harvested by large barges with blades

designed to cut the surface canopy of the kelp beds. The

legal length of cutting the kelp is to 4 feet below the surf-

ace, which is approximately 10 to 60 percent of the whole

plant depend,ing on the depth of the water .

Seaweeds in general are good sources of iodine, and

vitamins A, Bp, Big, and C .
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Seaweed has no real d t stinct flavor, unless it is dried or

eaten in large amounts. It has been used as a feed sup-

plement for animals in the United States for over 40 years'

Livestock do not like the flavor of seaweed right away,

but get used to i' Cattle will not normaLLy eat it at

all. It is also used as fertilizer. It has about the same

amount of nitrogen as manure, but less phosphate and more

potash'

The navy is looking at seaweed as a possible source

o nergy. The seaweed is placed in large vats and allow-

ed to rot producing methane, a gas which can be burned to

produce energy. The sludge which is left over from this

process can be sold as a commerical fertilizers

Seaweed production in the United States is mainly

centered around California and the New England coastal

areas. Irish moss  one of the red seaweeds! was the first

to be harvested regularly by the United States. It is

mainly used to thicken foods.

There are three main types of seaweeds that are reg-

ularly used. The brown seaweeds, the red seaweeds, and the

green seaweeds. The brown seaweeds are not usually used

as foods They are more important in the production of

algins. The red seaweeds are the ones more important

as food, but are also used to make extractives, the agars

and carrageenin' The green seaweeds are used the least v1

the threes
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There are 2 or 3 green seaweeds regularly used, mainly

used in soups and salads.

Although seaweed: is low in energy and protein, it is an

excellent source of trace elements Some types of sea-

weed have up to 300 times more iodine and 50 times more

iron than whole wheat. The vitamin and mineral content

of seaweed makes it valuable in the prevention and treat-

ment of deficiency diseases. Whaling ships in the 19

century used seaweed to prevent scurvy.

The United States harvests approximately 900,000

metric tons  metric ton is equii to 2200.6 pounds! of
seaweed per year. Only a small amount of that harvest is

Used f or f ood ~ The other portion is used f or f eed f or live-

stock, and fertilizer. Hawaii alone uses more than 40

different kinds of seaweed in various foods.

People in the Zastern Hemisphere value seaweed as a

food far mare than the people in the Western Hemisphere.

Japan, the worlds principal user of seaweed, harvest

about 80,000 metric tons per year. By far the majority

of it is used for food. Japan is also the only country

making full use of these resources' One third of the sea-

weed in Japan is "nori"  laver!. The cultivation of laver

in Japan constituted the only really substantial seaweed.

industry in the world. In 1960, 57 percent of' all the

area under culture in Japan for any kind of marine



product--animal or vegetable--was given over to laver, and

82 percent of sea-farm workers were engaged in this activ-

ity.

Utilization of seaweed as a food source has increased

over the last few years. But as it is, seaweed is not

going to solve the worldwide food problem, unless more

progress is made to learn about it.
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A UACULTURf IN HAWAII: A POTENTIAL SUCCESS
by Karen Ide, Waiakea High School

Aquaculture is defined, by the National Oceanic and. Atmospheric Adminis-

tration as "The culture or husbandry of aquatic animals or plants by private

industry for commercial purposes or by public agencies to augment natural

stocks."
1

Aquaculture in Hawaii dates back for over 800 years. There were more

than 200 fish ponds throughout the Hawaiian Islands which were used for rais-

ing fish and. shellfish. Types of fish raised. included mullet, awa, aholehole

and others. Shellfish includ.ed Hawaiian crab, oysters and shrimp, Cultured

animals were raised mainly on naturally supplied food. but Hawaii.ans sometimes

fed the stocks additional food such as taro. The success of ancient Hawaiian

fish ponds proves that aquaculture is a promising industry for Hawaii.

Ilodern aquaculture is practiced in seawater,  also called marine aquacul-

ture or mariculture!, brackish water and fresh water. The location of the

farm depends on the requirements of the species being raised and the technology

involved in production. There are five main catagories of aqualculture. The

first is the release and. recapture method. In this method, young are produced

in hatcheries and. released into their natural environment. After maturing,

they are harvested through capture methods or during natural mi�~tion, such

as salmon culture on the mainland. No examples of this method. are used in

Hawaii' Another is pond culture, where animals or plants are confined and rais-

ed in natural dirt, concrete or specially constructed ponder' This is the most

widely used form of aquaculture in the world. The cage or basket culture con-

fines the stock in wire or net cages which are supported in large bodies of

water. Another method is raceway culture, where stocks are kept in trays

through which rapidly flowing water is passed. This method is costly but the
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amount of control over nutrition and water qua3.ity is great. An example of

this method used locally would be the raising of oysters. Zn the closed, high

density system, stocks are confined to a container through which recycled water

flows.

Hawaii's three ma!or sources of income include the federal government,

touriSm, which is centered on Oshu, and agriculture, which consists mainly of

sugsr and. pineapple. Hawaii's agriculture, concentrated. mainly on the neighbor

islands is not expanding. Zn faot, many plants were recently phased, out, caus-

ing unemployment. Aquaculture oan serve as an ideal alternative. Hawaii is

one of the few places in the United States to carry out large-scale aquacultur-

al programs. Hawaii's location gives us the advantage of using western tech-

nology and. the East's thousands of years of experience in aquaculture. Hawaii

can make use of vacant land and provide additional or alternative uses fax

bodies af fresh water, sa3.t water ox ground. water. Aquaculture will also help

state and county programs to develop new and, needed industries in Hawaii. Aqua-

culture could also supply Hawaii's needs for aquatic food products and provide

a world-wide export product. Hawaii's dependence on imports from the mainland

and other countries would decrease and Hawaii's ceoncmy could be diversified,

which in turn would provide jobs for many. "En Hawaii, approximately � mil-

lion pounds of sea food is consumed each year." jess effort is required to

sell sea food because it is consumed by people cf Hawaiian-Pacific heritage and

tourists.

Appr'oximately 25 different species of animals have been teated in aquacul-

ture research in Hawaii. Out cf all species three categories were formed:

species such as mullet and milkfish, which produce large amounts of low-cost

food protein when mass-cultured; species such as prawns, which provide moderate

to high priced food to create employment, diversify the economy and. help to
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improve the state in other ways; species such as top minnows, which ax'e mass

cultured to provide e. plentiful supply of bait used for commexcial purposes.

The Ma.laysian prawn  Macrobrachium rosenbergii! is the most successful

aquaculture species cultured in Hawaii. The Department of Land and Natural

Resources Division of Fish and Game instituted the most intensive research

on prawns at the Anuenue Fisheries Research Center on Sand. Island.. In 1965

36 Malaysian prawns were brought back to Hawaii from Penang, Naleysia By

1969~ teste were begun in full-scale ponds. During the years, hatchery and

grow out technology was perfected. Harvesting takes place after a seven

month growing period. The fastest growing reach the size of five ta seven

prawns per pound. With these conditions, production can reach 2,500 to 3,500

pounds of prawns per acre per year.

"From 1972 to 1977, prawn production in Hawaii increased from 4,000

pounds a year to 51,000 pounds, Even with the rise in production, Hawaii

still imports approximately 5,000 pounds of' prawns each year." Production

was expected to increase anothex 120,000 pounds by next year.

"Prawns ax'e considered a luxury food and are in such high demand that the

wholesale price is approximately 43.50 per pound. Local supermarkets have

priced prawn tails at 57.00 to 98.00 per pound. in comparison to lobster tails

that retail for about 89.00 per pound, and whole marine shrimp at about $8.00

per pound." In Hawaii, prawns are sold whole, live or fresh on ice. Restau-

rants serve prawns in a variety of ways. P~ establishments allow customers

to choose their own live prawns.

Some intitial problems in establishing an aqualculture industry are detex

mining the number cf permits, pro!cot reports and public hearings that may be

required for government approval. There is also the problem of uncertainty in
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many laws and regulations concerning aquaculture. Many are broadly phrased
and need administrative !udgements for final decisions. Government approvals

for aquaculture can vary greatly depending on the prospect's location, complex-

ity, its potential impact and types of activities involved.
Although much is in favor of aquaculture, limiting factors must also be

analyzed.. There are always the possibilities of disease, predators and changw
in water quality and availability. Aquaculture must compete for land, labor

and government support.

Aquaculture relates to state goals in many ways. Open space can be pre-

served because aquaculture utilizes low structures other than tall buildings,

The utilization of lower quality land will not increase developmental pressures.

The state will become more self-sufficient and will rely less on imports. The

Neighbor Islands, that rely primarily on agriculture, will have a chance of
diversification. Availability of employment will increase, agricultural life-

style in Hawaii will be preserved, but at the same time continue to be updated..
Hesources that are readily available will be preserved and developed..

Future trends will have some type of impact on aquaculture. As the pop-

ulation increases, land, fresh water and. specialized labor becomes scarcer'

The rise of energy costs will affect aquaculture in many areas. Same of them

include; pumping, which comprises a large percentage of production costs; the

necessary equipment and supplies, which are sent from the mainland; and. the
transportation to d.eliver products to markets. ln addition, competition will
rise between local farmers and producers from foreign countries.

In order for aquaculture to become a ma!or industry in Hawaii, state

government must further encourage and assist in the study, farming and market-
ing of aquaculture, The benefits are so numerous and Hawaii's conditions are
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ideal for such an industry. Seeing all of the benefits aquaculture holds for

Hawaii, and. the unstable conditions of agriculture, it seems almost foolish

to continue aquaculture on a small scale basis. Aquaculture will not only

create new gobs for future generations but improve Hawaii'e standard of living

while maintaining its much loved life style.



THE ECONOMICS OF PRECIOUS CORAL
by Marjorie de la Pena and Torrey A. Off ley, Kapaa High School

INTRODUCTION

Deep in the pacific Ocean, near the Hawaiian Islands, lie beds of precious

coral. For years they lay undisturbed, until we on the surface found the beds,

desired the coral, and divers sought to harvest it.

This is the story of t' he precious coral industry in Hawaii, but worldwide

the picture is different. Japan snd Italy dominate precious coral production.

The world annual production at the retail level is $200 million, and Hawaii's

take is estimated at $115 thousand. A look at these figures prompts us to ask,

"Why doesn't Hawaii develop its precious coral industry so that we can

increase our share of the profit?"

As a matter of fact, the precious coral industry has already seen rapid

growth in Hawaii. A steady rise in tourism and vigorous marketing efforts by

those locally involved in the coral business have contributed to this end, as

has a current state Sea Grant- and industry-supported research program at the

University of Hawaii.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the economics of Hawaii's precious

coral industry. We are looking for feasible methods of increasing Hawaii's

contribution to the world's precious coral market while still protecting the

resource itself.
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A LOOK AT THE CORALS

There are three types of coral which are considered precious, and thus

cossnercially desirable. These are black, pink and gold coral.

Black coral, or Anti athes Brandts, was the first to be otilized as a

precious coral. In 1958, black coral beds were discovered off Lahaina,

Maui, and the industry began. %he harvest of black coral has increased

periodically in Hawaii, with primary places of harvest being the Auau Chan-

nel off Maui and the southern shore of Kauai.

Black coral jewelry was created with the tourist in mind. The desira-

bility of the jewelry lies in its exotic beauty, and of course, in its being

a treasure from Hawaii's deep seas. Japanese tourists prefer black coral

jewelry because pink coral jewelry is abundant in Japan.

The present price per pound for black coral is $14.02.

Pink coral, or Corallium secundum, was discovered in Molokai Channel,

six miles off Makapuu, Oahu, in 1966. In Hawaii, it can presently be found

in a range which extends from the Big Island to Midway. J'apan controls the

Milwaukee Banks pink coral beds, which lie about 500 miles northwest of Midway.

Pink coral has been in use since pre-Christian times. Italy, Tibet,

China, India, Persia and Japan have all valued pink coral corranercially as well

as for its supposed mystical power. Before 1830, most pink coral came from

the Mediterranean Sea, but during the last century, Japan, Okinawa and Taiwan

have become the major producers. Presently Hawaii produces abaut 75K of the

pink cora1 sold in the islands, with the remainder being imported from Japan,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Okinawa, and Italy.
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Of all precious corals, pink coral is the largest selling because of its

abundance and its large range of colors, from almost white to orange-red.

%be most desirable shade in terms of sales is a very light pink called Angel' s

Skin, which makes up about 10/ of the total pink coral harvested.

Pink coral is priced at an average of $34.31 per pound, making it more

expensive than black coral.

Gold coral was first discovered in 1967, although it was not used commer-

cially until 1974, when large bed of gold coral was found off Kaena Point,

Oahu.

Because of its rarity, gold coral is more expensive than either black

or pink coral. The average price per pound is $51.94, although actual prices

range from $48. 75 to $65.00 per pound.

A LOOK AT THE INDUSTRY

The harvest of precious coral, which grows at great depths, is accom-

plished by diving. Black coral grows at depths generally ranging from 30

to 80 meters. Pink coral's depth range is about 350 to 475 meters, although

some colonies have been found at depths as shallow as 230 meters. The depth

of the coral beds as well as the uncertainty of even finding the coral once

the dive has been made, make the dives dangerous. Thus, there are only about

ten or twelve known divers in Hawaii, plus an unknown number of occasional

divers.

The number of days spent diving per month depends on weather conditions,

and can vary considerably, anywhere from zero to thirty days. There is no

regular diving season. During a dive, which usually lasts ten or twenty

minutesy depending on depth, a diver may harvest one or two coral trees.
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An average daily harvest i,s four pounds of coral, and b8sed on this figure,

a diver can make an average of $56.08 per day diving for black coral, $137.24

per day diving for pink coral, and $207.76 per day diving for gold coral.

However, there is no guarantee that a dive will be successful, and a day' s

work msy yield nothing. On the other hand, the diver may find and harvest

a bonanza of coral trees and make a great deal of money.

The primary characteristic of Hawaii's precious coral industry, har-

vesting included, is its uncertainty and instability.

THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY

Because of the precious coral industry's instability, there is little

potential for larger yields unless several developments are made. One

possible means of expanding the industry is to find better means of har-

vesting the coral, But mass-harvest operations will exhaust known supplies

of coral in a short time. Divers already believe that local beds will be

exhausted in ten to twenty years, using present harvest methods.

A solution to this problem would be the development of a coral aqua-

culture system, similar to the system which is utilized to preserve ever-

green forests. Because evergreens take so long to grow, new trees are

planted each year in order to insure that there will always be trees ready

to be harvested, with many remaining to reach maturity in successive years.

Such a cultivation system would also preserve coral, which also has a lengthy

growth span.

However, such coral aquaculture is unfeasible now because the depths at

which the corals grow are difficult to reach and work at, and the other

conditions needed for precious coral growth, such as proper temperature,

salinity, and nutrients, are difficult to achieve and to maintain.
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Therefore, harvest through diving is the only means of coxal conserva-

tion that we have at this time. The difficulty of harvesting coral by this

method protects the resource.

CONCLUSION

The precious coral industry in Hawaii needs further study. Our findings

show that unless coral aquaculture is made feasible, there is little that can

be done to expand the industry in Hawaii without exhausting cur coral xesources.

Perhaps the very term "precious coral" can shed some light on the indus-

try itself. Like any precious gem, the rarity of precious coral is what makes

it desirable. Peaxls can be cultivated, but cultured pearls are not as valua-

ble as natural pearls. 1he same principle may hold true for cultivated versus

naturally grown precious coral.

To preserve oux precious coral resource, while maintaining its rarity,

a means of regulating coral harvest should be set up following a study of

coral growth patterns and conditions. The discovery of new coral beds should

be encouraged, although with the stipulation that the harvest of the new beds

be regulated. also.

Finally, precious coral beds in Hawaiian waters should be pxotected

from harvest by foreign competitors.
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